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ABSTRACT   

Klaten Regency is an area known to have water tourism potential. River Tubing is a water tourism 

object that makes the Pusur sub-watershed an attraction. This tour was developed by several 

community groups who are members of the River Tubing Pusur Adventure (RTPA) and Watu Kapu 

Community. The objectives of this study 1) identify the strategies of the RTPA and Watu Kapu 

communities in the development of tubing tourism in the Pusur sub-watershed; 2) analyze the social 

capital used by the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities in developing tubing tourism in the Pusur sub-

watershed. The research method used is qualitative with a descriptive analytical approach. The results 

of the study are: 1) the strategies of the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities in developing tubing 

tourism, including building networks with NGOs, the Government, companies, and communities; 

provide attractive tour packages; take action to clean the river so that the cleanliness of the river is 

maintained; collaborating with the Pusur Institute 2) there is a mobilization of social capital in the 

development of the Pusur sub-watershed as a tubing tourism object and improving the community's 

economy. Social capital used in the development of tubing tourism is participation in a network, trust, 

and social norms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Two-thirds of Indonesia's territory is territorial waters. This is the reason Indonesia is included in the 

category of 10 countries rich in water [1]. We can see the potential of the waters in Indonesia from the 
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number of river distributions. Almost every island in Indonesia has a river that divides big cities, even 

its flow can divide large islands [2].  

 

As part of the ecosystem, rivers must be managed in an integrated and comprehensive manner. All 

aspects, parties, and disciplines must be interconnected. River management must also have a broad 

scope, covering upstream to downstream [3]. Many benefits can be obtained if the potential of river 

ecosystems is managed properly, one of which is the development of river tourism. The river 

ecosystem has the potential to be developed into a tourist attraction that has an ecotourism attraction. 

Besides being able to create jobs, of course also as a driver of river conservation programs [4]. In 

principle, by developing ecotourism, it is hoped that the economic benefits derived from tourism can 

go hand in hand with efforts to protect the quality of natural resources. [5] 

 

Klaten Regency is an area known to have diverse tourism potential. Each sub-district has a unique type 

of tourism potential and can be categorized into several types of tourism objects, such as water tourism, 

ancient temples, tombs/religious tourism, natural scenery, and museums. The water tourism sector 

shows significant development from year to year, where the number continues to increase. In 2010-

2013 has 67 attractions. In 2014-2016 there was an increase so that the number of tourism objects 

became 73. A significant increase occurred in 2017 with 106 water attractions. Polanharjo sub-district 

is the sub-district that has the most water tourism objects [6] 

 

Based on data from BPS Klaten Regency, Polanharjo District is the sub-district that has the most water 

tourism objects. Not only is it famous for its umbulnya, but in Polanharjo District, many swimming 

pools have also been developed to tour along the river. The famous river tours are the Pusur Adventure 

River Tubing Tour (RTPA) and Watu Kapu which were developed in 2016. This tour utilizes the Pusur 

sub-watershed flow as a visitor attraction [7]. 

 

The Pusur sub-watershed stretches from upstream to downstream. The upstream is located in the 

Musuk Boyolali District and the downstream is in the Juwiring and Delanggu Districts. The middle 

part stretches from Polanharjo and Tulung sub-districts [8].  

 

Efforts to make the Pusur River flow as a tourist attraction are not instant. The reason is, before 

developing as it is now, the Pusur River was only interpreted as a backyard for the people in Tulung 

and Polanharjo Districts [9]. The notion that the river is a backyard arises as a result of the people's 

habit of throwing dirt and garbage directly into the river [10]. 

 

The development of tubing tourism in the Pusur sub-watershed was initially managed by 10 youths 

from Jragan Village, Polanharjo Sub-district who have a hobby of adventuring and cleaning rivers 

using used tires. Departing from the hobby of adventure as well as clean rivers owned by community 

members, making Sungai Pusur become one of the tubing tourist attractions that attracts many tourists. 
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The role of the community is very important in the occurrence of changes in the community 

environment both socially and physically. In the development process, the role of the community is a 

very important point. The community is a party that can understand the opportunities and obstacles in 

its territory, and no one knows or is interested in the affairs of a region other than the community itself 

[11]. 

 

This article was written with the aim of identifying the strategies of the RTPA and Watu Kapu 

communities in developing tubing tourism in the Pusur sub-watershed and analyzing the social capital 

used by the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities in developing tubing tourism in the Pusur sub-

watershed. Robert Putnam's social capital theory was used to analyze the research findings. Basically, 

when social capital consisting of networks, trust, reciprocal relationships, social norms and proactive 

actions can be properly mobilized by the community, the potential for tubing tourism in Pusur Sub-

watershed will be able to continue to grow. 

 

2. METHODS 

The method used in this article is qualitative with a descriptive analytical approach. By using 

qualitative research methods, researchers collect and analyze data in the form of words (oral and 

written) and human actions [12]. The analytical descriptive approach was chosen because this 

approach aims to describe an object through the collected data and then draw general conclusions [13]. 

The reason for choosing an analytical descriptive approach is because this article will analyze in depth 

the strategies of the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities in the development of tubing tourism in the 

Pusur Sub-watershed and analyze the social capital used by the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities 

in developing tubing tourism in the Pusur Sub-watershed. 

 

The research was conducted at the River Tubing Pusur Adventure (RTPA) and Watu Kapu attractions 

located in the Pusur sub-watershed, Jragan Hamlet, Wangen Village, Polanharjo District, Klaten 

Regency. The reason for choosing the research location is because River Tubing Pusur Adventure 

(RTPA) and Wau Kapu Tourism are pioneers in tourism development along the Pusur sub-watershed. 

In addition, the management of tubing tourism objects is carried out by the community directly. 

 

The research data obtained through interviews with informants and literature study. After the data is 

collected, the data analysis process is carried out using the analytical model from Miles and Huberman 

which consists of the stages of data reduction, data presentation and drawing conclusions. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Administratively, the Pusur sub-watershed flows from the area in Boyolali Regency as the upstream 

part and Klaten Regency as the middle and downstream part. Each region from upstream, middle, and 
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downstream has a different character, so that the conservation and management strategies applied are 

also different in each region. 

 

The characteristics of the upstream area of the Pusur sub-watershed have a porous contour so that it is 

prone to landslides. In addition, the upstream area as a recharge area also faces problems with forest 

and land degradation as well as limited access to clean water. The central region has problem 

characteristics in terms of public awareness of waste, water management both in quality and quantity 

as well as potential conflicts with water users. The downstream area has the characteristics of a lack 

of water availability, especially during the third planting season or during the dry season. On the basis 

of these differences in characteristics, the programs aimed at the management of the Pusur sub-

watershed vary according to the characteristics of the region. Before developing as it is now, the Pusur 

River was only interpreted as a backyard by the people who live around it. 

 

The Pusur sub-watershed actually has strategic potential in water management because it has a source 

of water that can be used for drinking water, irrigation, fisheries, industry, and tourism [14]. The central 

region is an area that is awarded a high-water discharge because in the central region there are Cokro 

and Sigedang springs so that the central region is widely developed for river tourism or river tubing. 

 

Initially, the emergence of river tubing tourism was initiated by a number of youths from Dusun Jragan 

who had a hobby of adventuring in the river to clean the Pusur River using old tires. This idea received 

a good response from the government at the village and sub-district levels as well as PT Tirta 

Investama (Aqua). PT Tirta Investama (Aqua) responded by providing several sets of buoys as a means 

of supporting tubing tourism activities. This youth activity brought the Pusur River into a cleaner river 

and was widely known by the public for offering tubing tours. The public's interest in the presence of 

this tubing tour, the Pusur River is quite high. Tubing tour operators continue to grow. There are at 

least 5 (five) tubing tour managers, both those managed by the government, youth organizations, 

individuals, and communities 

 

This section will describe the strategy of the River Tubing Pusur Adventure (RTPA) and Watu Kapu 

communities in the development of tubing tourism in the Pusur Sub-watershed and analyze the social 

capital used by the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities. 

 

3.1 RTPA and Watu Kapu community strategies for tubing tourism development 

a. Build networks with government, NGOs, companies, and communities 

In principle, in carrying out various activities or programs whose targets involve many people, the 

contribution of several elements or parties is an absolute must-have. The tourism development is no 

exception. Stakeholders need to understand their roles and functions so that tourism development in 

an area can be realized and carried out properly [15]. Tourism development activities are basically 
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activities that require the participation of various parties to realize tourism that is able to improve the 

economy of the surrounding community. 

 

Initially, before developing as it is now, the existence of Pusur River tubing tourism was initiated by 

this river conservation activity initiated by several youths who had the awareness to create a better 

river environment. It turns out that their activities are in line with the Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR) program of PT Tirta Investama (Aqua). For this reason, PT Tirta Invertama provides life jackets 

and helmets as initial capital to build tourism 

 

Adventure activities while cleaning the river flow that were uploaded on social media turned out to 

attract the attention of the public to enjoy the beauty of the Pusur River. The emergence of all activities 

to clean the river flow has become a motivation for the surrounding villages to be able to develop 

Pusur River tubing tourism. Tourism activities and river conservation are enough to have an impact on 

changes in the environment around the river. Changes in the environment around the river are also 

supported by the CSR program of PT Tirta Invertama which in its implementation collaborates with 

several NGOs such as Gita Pertiwi, LPTP Surakarta and LESTARI to facilitate activities aimed at 

conservation in the Pusur River. 

 

Activities to support the preservation of the Pusur River, such as in Mundu Village, Tulung District, 

which is adjacent to the Pusur River, there is a biogas production program. This is motivated by the 

condition of the community where the majority of the people have dairy cows. But the problem is how 

to dispose of cow dung, they still use the river as a dumping ground. To reduce the pollution of the 

Pusur River due to cow dung pollution, there was an initiative from youth, LPTP Surakarta, and CSR 

PT Tirta Investama (Aqua) in 2015 to utilize cow dung waste as biogas. Cow dung which was initially 

only dumped in the Pusur River can now be used for gas needs for housewives 

 

Furthermore, in the area around the Pusur River, especially in Polanharjo District, there is the “Bank 

Sampah” (waste bank) called Semut Harjo. Semut Harjo is a waste bank that houses 18 village-level 

waste banks. The initiation of this waste bank program was formed from the initiation of a CSR 

program from PT Tirta Investama (Aqua) in collaboration with the NGO Lestari as a program 

facilitator. Household waste which is usually directly dumped into the river is sorted into categories 

suitable for sale, suitable for creation and disposal. Garbage that has been sorted based on these 

categories is then created into products that have aesthetic value and selling points such as bags, laptop 

cases, wallets, tissue holders and others. The sales turnover resulting from the creation of waste by the 

Waste Bank in Polanharjo District can reach up to tens of millions of rupiah. For this reason, the 

existence of the Waste Bank, apart from being a strategy to suppress waste disposal into rivers, can 

also be used by mothers as additional economic income. 
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Basically, the central area of the Pusur sub-watershed is not only used for tourism but also for 

agricultural activities. Agricultural activities must use chemicals to ward off pests that interfere with 

agricultural productivity. To minimize the disposal of chemical residues from agricultural activities 

into the Pusur River, in Karanglo Village, Polanharjo District, an agricultural clinic or previously 

known as an agricultural laboratory was established. This agricultural clinic program is also supported 

by CSR from PT Tirta Investama (Aqua) in collaboration with the NGO Gita Pertiwi as program 

facilitator. The main objective of establishing this agricultural line is to increase the knowledge 

capacity and skills of farmers in managing agricultural land on the basis of environmentally friendly 

agricultural practices. Agricultural clinics have developed the cultivation of owls as natural predators 

to ward off agricultural pests. Of course, this indirectly contributes to securing the Pusur River from 

pollution caused by agricultural chemical residues. 

 

The conservation process in the Pusur River itself is basically different between the upstream, middle 

and downstream areas. To avoid partial conservation activities, the Pusur Institute was formed. The 

Pusur Institute was inaugurated by the Regent of Klaten on December 12, 2016 to accommodate all 

forms of activities from several communities that care about pusur and to create collaborative 

relationships in the preservation of the Pusur River. The management of the Pusur Institute comes 

from the upstream, middle and downstream communities. In carrying out its activities, the Pusur 

Institute acts as a collective awareness medium to form an integrated Pusur Sub-watershed 

management activity. Integrative management certainly leads to mutually supportive efforts for 

various activities along the Pusur sub-watershed. 

 

The development of tubing tourism in RTPA and Watu Kapu is also supported by the role of the 

government. The government, especially the Polanharjo sub-district government, provides support 

with the allocation of village funds for the development of tubing tourism. The existing village funds 

are used to improve infrastructure that supports tourism. 

 

b. Provide attractive tour packages. 

To be able to feel the sensation of tubing on the Pusur River, the RTPA Community and Watu Kapu 

provide 2 tour packages, namely the package per person for Rp. 70,000 and the package per person for 

Rp. 50,000. The tour packages provided are complete, starting from a guide, tubing equipment, photos, 

and also food and drinks. Provision of food and drinks for visitors to the tubing pusur tour, involves 

the community, especially women. In addition, for bathing and rinsing, the community also rents out 

bathrooms for rinsing after visitors enjoy tubing on the Pusur River. From this activity, the community 

can get additional income of up to millions of rupiah, especially if there is a long holiday and visitors 

at the pusur tubing are busy with visitors. 

 

Tubing tour rates are set on the basis of a joint decision between 5 (five) tour managers. This is done 

to avoid conflicts that arise from business competition from the existence of this tourism. This same 
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rate is also used so that there is no visitor overload in one of the tour operators. Visitor overload will 

certainly affect the safety of visitors' Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). 

 

To attract visitors, the tourism management community also provides attractive promos for visitors to 

the Pusur River tubing tour. As in the year-end promo where visitors will get a discounted price, 

namely tubing for 7 people, only 6 people will be charged. Then there are unique conditions, such as 

if 1 person can pass the slide challenge, then 3 people will not be charged. 

 

 

Figure 1. Pamphlet of the River Tubing Pusur Tour Package 

 

Visitors who want to feel the sensation of tubing on the Pusur River can also pay for tourism fees by 

using garbage. Trash brought by visitors can be exchanged for money which can later be used as 

entrance tickets for tubing tours. Garbage from visitors will be deposited to the Waste Bank which will 

then be used as raw material for waste creation. aims to suppress waste disposal into the Pusur River 

and illegal landfills. 

 

c. Take action to clean the river to keep the river clean. 

Although Pusur River tubing tourism has developed and is able to attract many visitors, the RTPA and 

Watu Kapu communities have not forgotten their goal of always keeping the river clean. From an 

environmental perspective, there has been a change in community behavior, especially in treating 

rivers. People no longer throw their household waste directly into the river. Instead, they use the waste 

to be managed at the Waste Bank in order to get a sale value. For people who own cattle, there is also 

a change in behavior. They no longer throw cow dung directly into the river but instead use it into 

biogas as a substitute for LPG for cooking needs. 

 

The presence of tubing tours also plays a very big role in inviting the community to treat the river well. 

In addition to serving tubing tours, the community also carries out routine river cleaning actions. The 

river cleanup actions include cleaning up trash, structuring river border areas such as building 

outbound arenas and parks, as well as structuring tubing paths so that visitors are guaranteed safety 

while traveling on the Pusur River. In addition, the community also has a position as an investigator if 
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what is the potential for pollution in the Pusur river as a result of household or industrial activities. If 

this condition occurs, the community will submit recommendations to the authorities so that the best 

solution is found. 

 
 

Figure 2. Construction of the Outbound Arena on the Pusur River Border 

 

3.2 Identify the social capital of the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities in the development of 

tubing tourism 

Robert Putnam defines social capital as that part of social life where there are networks, norms, and 

beliefs that encourage participants to act together more effectively to achieve common goals [16]. It 

can be said that social capital that grows in groups in a society can foster cooperation in a network that 

aims to achieve common goals. Social networks allow the emergence of coordination and 

communication that fosters mutual trust among community members. Trust can be seen from how 

people who are interrelated in a network have a mutual trust which will ultimately strengthen the norms 

regarding the necessity to help each other. Furthermore, social norms that will encourage the continuity 

of cooperation in the long term [17]. 

 

From this description, the author uses the theory of social capital according to Robert Putnam which 

sees social capital based on social networks, beliefs and social norms to see 

 

a. Participation in a network 

Through participation, it can be understood that social capital is not only built from individuals, but 

grows in a group to socialize as an inherently important part [18]. Participation in the development of 

tubing tourism can be seen from how the process of growing tubing tourism which was initially only 

managed by a community has now developed into 5 tubing tour managers. From here formed a 

community called River Tubing Pusur Adventure (RTPA) and Watu Kapu. In addition, in supporting 

efforts to optimize the management of the Pusur Sub-watershed from upstream, middle, and 

downstream, a community called the Pusur Institute was also formed. The presence of the Pusur 

Institute marks the formation of a new network as a connector for other networks owned by every actor 
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who participates in the management of the Pusur Sub-watershed, including CSR PT Tirta Investama, 

NGOs, and the Polanharjo District Government. 

 

b. Trust 

Putnam emphasizes that social capital is a value of mutual trust [19]. The development of tubing 

tourism carried out by the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities has built trust between the community 

and tourism managers. This can be seen from the close voluntary relationship between the community 

and tubing tourism managers. The community is involved in the management of tubing tourism in 

terms of energy assistance when carrying out river cleaning actions and providing food as part of a 

tour package. This relationship exists on the basis of mutual trust and a sense of unity to develop Pusur 

River tubing tourism. 

 

Trust can also be seen from the presence of the Pusur Institute as a forum for optimizing the 

management of the Pusur Sub-watershed. Pusur Institute members is communities in various fields 

such as tourism, agriculture, and waste banks on the basis of trust gather themselves in a Pusur Institute 

community to realize the integrated management of the Pusur Sub-watershed from upstream, middle, 

and downstream. The trust that exists shows the interaction in the development of tubing tourism and 

it can be seen that the presence of trust can affect the continuity of the development of Pusur River 

tubing tourism. 

 

c. Norm  

The presence of social norms has a role to control all behavior that refers to the rules that already exist 

in the community [18]. In tubing tourism development activities by the RTPA and Watu Kapu 

communities, the rules in tourism development are a commitment so that the development of Pusur 

River tubing tourism can run as planned and support the optimization of the management of the Pusur 

Sub-watershed. These rules include a prohibition on the public and tourists not to throw garbage around 

the river. This is done to always maintain the cleanliness of the Pusur River environment. Tourism 

procedures have also been regulated by the Standard Operating Procedures, one of which regulates the 

distribution of the number of visitors in each tour manager which aims to overcome so that tourist 

overload does not occur which will affect the safety of tourists. 

 

4. CONCLUTIONS 

Based on the findings of the data in the field, conclusions can be drawn, as follows: 

 

a. The strategies of the RTPA and Watu Kapu communities in developing tubing tourism include 

building networks with NGOs, the government, companies, and communities along the Pusur 

sub-watershed; collaborate with the Pusur Institute as a community forum for the management 

of the Pusur sub-watershed; provide attractive tour packages; and take action to clean the river 

so that the cleanliness of the Pusur River is maintained; 
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b. There is a mobilization of social capital in the development of the Pusur sub-watershed as a 

tubing tourism object and improving the community's economy. Social capital used in the 

development of tubing tourism is participation in a network, trust, and social norms. The social 

capital contained in the development of tubing tourism managed by the RTPA and Watu Kapu 

communities will determine the extent of the sustainability of the Pusur River tubing tour. 
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